**Day 1**

**Tues. 10 May 2022**

**ULB Solbosch campus**

**Session A** = R42.2.110 | **Session B** = R42.2.107

- **08h15 - 08h50** Registration & Coffee
- **09h00 - 09h30** Welcome & Overview of our LSP4Emp project
- **09h40 - 10h10**
  - **A** Simon O’Donovan — ULB
    **Skilling the self: Language skills for Employable Graduates**
  - **B** Jean-François Desoutter — ULB
    **Languages and careers**
- **10h20 - 10h50**
  - **A** Kelsey Hull — ULB
    **Training learners for lifelong learning: a case study of an autonomous ESP course**
  - **B** Anna Vintere and Ilze Laurinaite — Education Innovations Transfer Centre (Latvia)
    **Comparative study on professional English language skills for better performance**
- **10h50 - 11h10** Pause-café
- **11h20 - 11h50**
  - **A** Ewa Krawczyk — Bydgoszcz University of Science and Technology (Poland)
    **How to improve your communication skills to succeed in a culturally diverse workplace**
  - **B** Eva Rudolfová — Masaryk University (Czech Republic)
    **Creating an employability-centered course curriculum**
- **12h00 - 12h30**
  - **A** Tatjana Sinkus — Latvia University of Life Sciences and Technologies
    **Promoting cross-cultural awareness in the professional English course in business administration studies**
  - **B** Magdalena Zubiel — WSB University in Toruń (Poland)
    **The role of personal experience in the neural processing of action-related language**
- **12h40 - 13h10**
  - **A** Thibaut Issindou — Gapsmoov (France)
    **Unlock your cultural intelligence with the Gapsmoov culture decoder**
  - **B** Séadna O’Maolomhnaigh — Institut Mines-Télécom Business School (France)
    **World of Workcraft: A gamified approach to teaching English for Professional Purposes**
- **13h10 - 14h20** Lunch (sandwiches)
- **14h30 - 15h30** Keynotes (Guest speakers)
  - **A** Valter Mavrič
    **Director General - Translation (European Parliament)**
  - **B** Tatjana Babrauskiene
    **Employment, Social Affairs & Citizenship (EESC)**
    **Head of International Relations (Lithuanian Education & Science Trade Union)**
- **15h30 - 16h00** Pause-café
- **16h10 - 16h40**
  - **A** Magdalena Jimenez — Università di Roma Tre & "Tor Vergata" (Italy)
    **University training in Spanish as a Foreign Language (SFL) for future professionals**
  - **B** Jessica van Ginneken — ULB
    **The modular Dutch course for the master’s in economics**
- **16h50 - 17h20**
  - **A** Paulina Pietrzyk-Kowalec
    **WSB University in Warsaw (Poland)**
    **Foreign languages and employability in the European Union**
  - **B** Dita Hochmanová
    **Masaryk University (Czech Republic)**
    **Designing a task-based course for Special Educators**
- **17h30 - 18h00**
  - **A** Louise Kulbicki & Natasha Costello
    **Independent Legal English Teachers**
    **Teaching English for networking: using small talk to build professional relationships**
  - **B** Anna Wasilewska
    **University of Gdańsk (Poland)**
    **Skills of the future – how we should teach English for higher employability**

**Day 2**

**Wed. 11 May 2022**

**ULB Solbosch campus**

**Atrium R42 + R42.2.110**

- **08h30 - 08h50** Registration & Coffee
- **09h00 - 10h20**
  - **A** Showcasing LSP4Emp output materials & Panel Discussion
- **10h20 - 10h40** Pause-café
- **10h50 - 11h30** Keynotes (Guest speakers)
  - **A** Ana Carla Pereira
    **Expert: Employment and Social Adviser, European Commission (Cabinet of Nicolas Schmit, Commissioner for Jobs & Social Rights)**
- **11h40 - 12h10** Conclusion
- **13h10 - 15h10**
  - **A** Conference lunch (details on registration form)
- **15h30 - 16h30** Cultural walking tour of Brussels